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CarolinaCard headed off campus in November
Supermarkets, convenience
stores, restaurants place bids
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

After years of waiting, students will soon be
able to use their CarolinaCards off campus, but
not all local businesses are on board.
The u n iversit y pla ns to pilot t he longanticipated program starting in early November,
Student Body President Chase Mizzell said.
Over the summer, it took bids from nine
businesses, though not all will necessarily be
accepted: Bi-Lo, CVS, Domino’s, Harper’s,
Marble Slab Creamer y, Palmetto Pig, Papa
John’s, Salsarita’s and Tripp’s Fine Cleaners.
It eventually wants to add delivery, coffee
shops, taxis and “recreational and entertainment
locations,” according to its request for bids.
Alcohol, tobacco and prescription drugs won’t
be allowed under the plan.

M izz el l sa id t hat once t he prog ra m is
underway and running smoothly, the university
will likely take bids again.
O p e n i n g s t u d e nt s’ C a r ol i n a C a s h t o
businesses off campus has long been a campaign
plank among Student Government candidates,
but the effort, at least five years old, had failed
to materialize before now.
Tak ing the cards off campus could prove
lucrative for nearby businesses; in fi scal year
2012, students and faculty loaded $9.14 million
onto their CarolinaCards.
It could also be a boon for the university.
Other campuses have seen about a quarter of
deposits spent off campus, Mizzell said, though
officials expect this program will see a lower
rate.
A nd USC will take a commission, along
w it h a f lat t ra nsact ion fee. Under USC’s
plan, f ull-ser vice restaurants would pay at

Students with
CarolinaCards
Faculty and staff with
cards
Carolina Cash deposits
(2012)
Sit-down restaurant
commission (minimum)
Take-out restaurant
commission (minimum)
Grocery/convenience store
commission (minimum)
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Annual forum
reaches out to
Latino community
Information, assistance offered
at 2nd USC-sponsored event
Rebecca Johnson

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

T he A r nold S c ho ol of P ubl ic He a lt h
sponsored the second annual Hispanic/Latino
Community Forum at the Richland County
Public Library Thursday evening.
The event was opened to the public as part of
National Hispanic Heritage Month to ensure
that the Hispanic communit y understands
current immigration legislation and knows
about resources that are available to them.
Gwen Preston, assistant director of t he
Institute for Partnerships to Eliminate Health
Disparities said she was encouraged by the
turnout at this year’s event, about 25 percent
higher than last year.
“From that, we know the community wants
to be informed,” Preston said. “Having a space
to ask questions is helpful to the community
leaders of the Latino community.”
The Consortium for Latino Immigration
St udies par t nered w it h t he i nst it ute a nd
t he School of P ubl ic Hea lt h’s PA SOs to
organize the event. The forum was targeted
at community leaders, so that they can tell
parents and families about developments in
state and federal legislation and community
resources.
The forum featured a panel of representatives
from Lexington School District 2, Richland
School District 1 and the S.C. Appleseed Legal
Justice Center.
Tammy Besherse, staf f attorney for t he
Appleseed center, gave an update on the status
of Senate Bill 20 and t he Comprehensive
Immigration Reform bill.
SB20 is the state’s anti-immigration bill, she
said; Appleseed and other fi rms sued to stop
the law from taking effect, and appeals are
pending.
Besherse also discussed the Comprehensive
Immigration Reform bill, a federal measure
dea l i ng w it h b order sec u r it y, econom ic
opportunity and immigration reform. This bill
has not passed in the House of Representatives,
and Besherse said she did not know if it will.
The bill includes a surge of more than 38,000
officers to monitor the U.S. border and an
E-Verify law for employers to check citizenship
status.
To prepare for the bill’s possible changes,
Besherse adv ised Lat inos to tr y to obtain
citizenship; save money; collect marriage and
divorce records; and collect bills, leases and
other proof of U.S. residence.

Andrew Askins/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Award-winning poet Nikky Finney tells the story of a female soldier who was raped, in the form of a poem.

Finney tells soldier’s story
Visiting professor ‘always
driven to be a writer’
Khadijah Dennis

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Silence was the most
persistent noise in the School of
Law Auditorium as the audience
wa ited to hear t he words of
awa rd-w i n n i ng p o et N i k k y
Finney.
Fi n ne y, a Sout h Ca rol i na
nat ive, wa s i nt roduced a s a
woman that “was always driven
to be a writer.”
Stepping onto the auditorium

stage, facing the crowd, she took
everyone in.
“This feels like a first date,”
Finney said.
“Diamonds in a Sawdust Pile”
is con sidered Fi n ney ’s f i r st
official lecture series and was
sponsored by USC’s Women’s
and Gender Studies program.
Finney, who is known for her
works’ “intense” dialogue and
her voice, introduced her topic
the best way that she knew how:
her poetry.
“ T he H a z elwo o d C ent r a l
High School honor student said
she wanted some time to think

about her life. Said she wanted
to pay her own way. Said she
wanted to follow in the footsteps
of her father,” Finney read from
her poem, telling the story of
19-year-old Lavena Johnson.
Johnson, an A f ricanAmerican soldier, was declared
dead of “self-infl icted wounds,”
a soldier told John Johnson, her
father, on June 19, 2005.
F i n n e y ’s p o e m o u t l i n e d
e ver y t h i n g f r om Joh n s o n’s
works throughout school, her
persona l it y, her passion for
excellence, her drive to become
FINNEY • A2

Columbia painted rainbow Saturday
Columbia will be colorful in more than one way
Saturday.
Starting the day bright and early at 8 a.m. is the
Color Me Rad 5K, in which runners are pelted with
five different colors of powdered paint. Runners can
register the day of the event for one of the three
races starting at 8, 8:20 or 8:40 a.m.
Participants will run from the Colonial Life
Arena to the corner of Senate and Barnwell streets
and back. While they’ll leave in plain white T-shirts,
they’ll come back covered in a rainbow of colors.
But those aren’t the only rainbows you’ll see
in Columbia on Saturday. At noon, the South

Carolina Pride Festival kicks off in front of the
South Carolina State House on Main Street.
The Pride Parade will start the day’s celebration,
with performances from ’80s hitmakers Berlin,
former American Idol contestant Kimberly Locke
and former “Ru Paul’s Drag Race” contestants
M a r ia h Ba lenc iag a , Phoen i x a nd Morg a n
McMichaels.
A free Family Pride area will be located on
Washington Street between Main and Assembly
streets. The area will have camel rides, crafts games
and many more kid-friendly attractions.
—Amanda Coyne, News Editor
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MTV’s “Girl
Code” and
“Guy Code”
stars performed their
comedy acts
at USC Thursday night.

No. 12 South
Carolina
prepares for
battle with
Central Florida
in Orlando on
Saturday.
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Board: Taking
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but the fees may
prove too steep.
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Georgetown plans
rebuild after fire
After an early morning fire ripped through
Georgetow n Wednesday, Gov. Nik k i Haley
pledged her support to rebuild the seven historic
buildings destroyed, The (Myrtle Beach) Sun
News reported.
Haley joined Georgetown City Councilwoman
and business owner Jeanette Ard at a Thursday
morning press conference, as investigators from
the State Law Enforcement Division, Georgetown
police and f ire depart ments and t he Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
investigated the cause of the fi re.
It is unclear how long it will take to determine
what caused the blaze. It was fi rst reported shortly
before 5:30 a.m. Wednesday but spread quickly
before fi re crews could contain it.
The fi re was deemed under control by 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, but smoke continued to rise from the
wreckage Thursday.
About 130 employees of 10 businesses were
impacted by the fi re.

Carcinogens found in
Columbia-area sewers

Identity theft division
added to state agency

Carcinogenic chemicals have been found in
a Columbia-area restaurant’s sewers, The State
reported.
The revelation comes out of a state investigation
of illegal chemical dumping in the Midlands and
the Upstate.
Now, the concern is whether PCBs found their
way into rivers from wastewater treatment plants
or onto farmland and landfi lls from contaminated
sludge.
PCBs have recently been found in multiple
Upstate wastewater t reat ment plants, which
release into rivers. If humans are exposed to
significant levels of PCBs, often through eating
contaminated fish, they can cause cancer.
While state regulators said there is no evidence
of PCB contamination in rivers or of unsafe
drinking water, they are investigating reports of
contaminated material being illegally dumped
into manholes and restaurant grease traps.

An identity theft division will be added to the
South Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs
next week, The State reported.
The division will have four members and will
educate people in South Carolina about how to
prevent identity theft and what to do if it happens.
It will be charged with enforcing state identity
t hef t laws, accord i ng to Consu mer A f fa irs
attorney Marti Phillips, who will head up the
unit.
The division is part of a proposal after the
id e nt it ie s of 6 .4 m i l l io n S out h C a r ol i n a
businesses’ and taxpayers’ informat ion were
stolen last year from the Department of Revenue.
The theft was the largest state agency breach in
U.S history.
The proposal has passed t he state Senate
but awa it s approva l by t he st ate Hou se of
Representatives when it returns to session in
January.

— Amanda Coyne, News Editor
— Amanda Coyne, News Editor

— Amanda Coyne, News Editor

FINNEY • Continued from A1
successf ul and her determinat ion to
make it on her own.
Johnson wanted to join the military
because she had dreams of going to
college without asking for her father’s
help.
Finney shared the story of Johnson
passionately, and continued to outline
in her poem the real meaning behind
Johnson and her lecture.
“How better should we have warned
you? Because t here are no war n ing
signs nailed over recruitment doors for
19-year-old honor students who grow
up loving music,” Finney said. “The
dotted line you signed, Lavena, should
have included what your father found
out after. ... It’s what every mother and
father, and family of ever y daughter
signing up for the military must know.
That every woman that enters has a two
to three (times) higher chance of being
raped than being killed by enemy fi re.”
Intently listening, audience members
seemed to be w rapping t heir m inds
around what they had just heard: that
Johnson, a female soldier, was raped, and
that it was falsely deemed a suicide.
“I don’t feel any privileges as a writer,”
Finney said, “only responsible.”
A video of Johnson’s father describing
the way he felt when he found out that
h is daughter was not com i ng home
played shortly after Finney’s poem was
read. Finney described John Johnson
opening the small white envelope in
her poem as “something that a father
shouldn’t have to do.”
A nd like Johnson, there are other,
similar stories that involve rape in the
militar y and the lies that are told to
families with dead daughters, Finney
said.
“I’ve seen so many you ng girls in
uniforms since I’ve gotten here, and I
often ask myself, ‘Do they k now the
story of Lavena Johnson?’” Finney said.
She continued to describe her hurt,
silently warning young women to “please
be safe” and “don’t be silent,” just like the
words Finney’s mother often told her.
“[My mom] k new t hat I loved t he
power of stories,” Finney said. “[The
adv ice she gave] was to ‘watch your
choices, because they are a reflection of
who you are.’”
DG
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Bills concerning immigration and impending parts of the Affordable Care Act were discussed at Thursday’s forum.
FORUM • Continued from A1
Jill Lawson, a social worker for Richland School
District 2 , spoke about the resources within the
school district that help Latino students assimilate
and stay ahead.
There are many resources for Latino parents
as well, including a GED program, English as a
second language courses and basic computer courses,

CARD • Continued from A1
least a 12-percent commission
on CarolinaCard sales, ot her
restaurants would pay at least
8 p er c e nt , d r y c le a ner s a nd
laundromats 5 percent and most
other businesses 4 percent.
Vendors wou ld a lso pay 30
cent s each t ime t hey sw ipe a
card to cover a processing fee,
and they could need a $150 card

all offered in the mornings and evenings to work
around busy work schedules.
Lawson spoke about other programs available
to the Hispanic communit y, including guidance
counseling, free and reduced lunches, class attendance
and resources concerning health care, clothing,
housing, job opportunities and scholarships.

reader.
They wouldn’t be allowed to
charge a CarolinaCard surcharge,
the proposal says.
Helen Zeigler, associate vice
president for business affairs,
said in an email that USC based
its rates on other universities’
programs and on feedback from
business owners.
But some businesses aren’t on
board, saying the fees USC has
proposed are too high.

DG

Shafen K ahn, owner of
Yoghut, sa id t hat wh ile most
of his customers are students,
adding the option didn’t make
fi nancial sense. Most of his sales
are $4 to $6, so he said a 30-cent
transaction fee was too much.
M a rc ia C onto s , who ow n s
a n Uncle Madd io’s f ra nch ise
on M a i n St reet , c a l led t he
fees “prohibitive,” saying they
CARD • A3

CARD • Continued from A2
were far higher than credit card
transaction fees. Contos also said
state r ules required t hree years
of f inancial statements, keeping
new businesses like hers out of the
running.
How t he prog ra m w i l l af fec t
Carolina Dining is not yet clear, but
Fred Wencel, its general manager,
sa id it cou ld impact USC’s oncampus late-night options, which

feed on Carolina Cash sales hours
a f ter st udent s h ave u sed t hei r
dinner meal swipe.
If late-night sales erode, Wencel
said Carolina Dining would likely
have to re-evaluate its hours.
“I think it’s going to affect us, but
I don’t know how much,” Wencel
said.

DG

McCausland Center for Brain Imaging

Best Nail Salon in Columbia

College of Arts and Sciences
Traumatic Brain Injury Seminars
When: Thurdays at 12pm-1pm
Where: Walsh Room Barnwell College
http://mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/tbi
9/26 Sheldon Herring (Peace Rehab Hospital)
“Rehabilitation of TBI”
10/3 Erin Bigler (Brigham Young University)
“Neuroimaging of TBI”
10/10 Jack Ginsberg (Dorn VA)
“Neuropsychology of TBI & PTSD”
10/24 William Perlstein (University of Florida)
“TBI Electrophysiology”
12/7 Jeffery Lewine (University of New Mexico)
“Invisible Wounds of War”
11/14 Robert Conder (Carolina Hurricanes)
“Sports Neuropsychology”
11/21 Rajendra Morey (Duke University)
“White matter injury in TBI”
12/5 Louis French (Walter Reed Medical Center)
“TBI in the military"

ﬂu vaccines

Let’s Talk
Simply stop by one of
these locations for a free
informal, friendly,
conﬁdential Let’s Talk
consultation during the
Fall 2013 semester:

$ 10

$20

Booker T. Washington Hall
Room 200 (Fannie Phelps Adams)
Tuesdays 3-5 p.m.

No appointment is required
Visit one of our clinics

Bates West Study Room
1405 Whaley St.
Thursdays 3-5 p.m

Wednesday October 2
Colonial Life Parking Lot (DT)

10am-6pm

Honors Residence Halls
HRH, A 107
Thursdays 4:30-6:30 p.m

Thursday October 3
Russell House Patio

9am-4:30pm

Friday October 4

USC School of Medicine
Student Library Building 101
6439 Garners Ferry Rd.
Wednesdays 3 -5 p.m

Thomson Student Health
Center Patio

9am-12pm

Bring your Carolina Card!
Cash, check, credit/debit
Carolina Card accepted
We’re available to all USC students at these locations.
No appointment is necessary!
StudentHealthServices
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA

In support of Healthy Carolina

Thomson Student Health Center
8-5 M-F 803-777-9511

In support of Healthy Carolina
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Fees could drag down off-campus Carolina Cash
ISSUE
Students can finally use
CarolinaCards off campus.
OUR STANCE
USC should play its cards
right and make it work.
At long last, steps are being
taken to allow students to use
their CarolinaCards off campus.
After years of pining, USC is
fi nally providing a way for us to
spend our CarolinaCash at the
places we actually want to spend
it. All that money our parents
put on ou r Carol i naCards
instead of in our bank account
will not be spent in vain now
t hat t he u n iversit y pla ns to
start letting some restaurants,
convenience and grocery stores
and even dry cleaners to use the
program.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y, w e m a y
be get t i ng a l it t le a head of
ourselves. This is great, longawaited news, but there is one
f law in USC’s plan t hat may
ground the program before it
ever takes off: its rather steep
commission charges.

Bu s i ne s s e s t h at d o a g r e e
to accept CarolinaCards
w ill be charged a ny where
from 4 percent to 12 percent
commission, plus a 30-cent-perswipe fee. By comparison, most
credit card companies charge
merchants any where bet ween
one and four percent, and even
t hen some bu si ne s se s don’t
accept certain cards, such as
American Express.
Undoubtedly, USC’s expected
cut of the deal is a bit exorbitant,
e s p e c i a l l y c o n s id e r i n g t h e
low profit margins that many
restaurants — especially with
de a l s t h at c ol le g e s t ude nt s
frequent — already face.

“USC can’t let its
steep fees get in
the way of giving its
students what they
want and, in a larger
sense, supporting
the local economy.”

A not her d r aw b ac k of t he
p r og r a m i s t he u n f or e s e e n
consequences that may affect
campus eateries, namely
Horseshoe Deli. Considering
t he del i’s ma i n appea l is it s
late-night hours, introducing
other late-night restaurants that
accept CarolinaCash will lessen
Horseshoe Deli’s appeal and
likely hurt its sales.
I t ’s c l e a r h o w m u t u a l l y
beneficial a program like this
could be. Students get an outlet
to spend money at the places
t hey wa nt to, a nd USC c a n
generate additional revenue off
the transactions. We get that.
But USC can’t let its steep
fees get in the way of giving its
students what they want and, in
a larger sense, supporting the
local economy.
While we appreciate that USC
is fi nally respecting our wishes
and broadening the utilit y of
our CarolinaCards, it’d be a
shame if it failed to flourish into
the successful program it has
the potential to be — especially
considering how long we’ve been
waiting for a program like it.

Tough times ahead for journalism students
Journalism is a wonderful hobby,
but I don’t understand why anyone
would study it while the industry
devours its young and abandons
its old.
As a Gamecock alumnus and
editor with five years’ experience,
I’m telling you: Don’t do it! The
i ndust r y is hemor rhag i ng it s
best employees, and there’s no
indicat ion t hat t he dow nward
t rend in job qualit y, pay a nd
benefits will turn around.
My former supervisor Charles
Pa n nu nzio, a Cal ifor n iabased freelancer with 25 years’
experience, has been seeking fulltime work for the past 18 months.
“Unless and until something so
dramat ic happens t hat people
clamor for an independent and
unbiased press, it will be harder
a nd harder to be ga i nf u lly
employed,” he told me.
“While nobody went into this
for the money, you do need wages
that will allow you to feed your
family and live out your years.
With that as a backdrop, right now,
I would not encourage anyone to
major in journalism.”
I n my f i r st f ive yea r s a s a
professional, I rose from copy
editor at a tiny paper to news
editor at a larger one. After five
years, I found myself sitting in a
room full of empty desks, getting
paid less than when I’d started. I
quit to teach English as a second
language.
My friend Rebecca Pinch told
me she’d never felt particularly
valued as a news photographer.
“Employment is hard to come by,
and no matter how good you are,
you are always seen as replaceable,”

she said. W hat’s more, “news
outlets will always choose someone
who will provide content for free
over a really good journalist.”
Up at cor porate, a popu lar
nickname for the newsroom is the
“overhead department.” Haha —
not funny. For me, the breaking
point came when I realized that
if I worked twice as hard, doing
the work of two people, I’d just
be put t i ng one of my more experienced colleagues out of a
job.
That’s not to say there are no
jobs to be found. A.J. Bridges, a
Virginia-based reporter with 15
years of experience, pointed out
that there are always openings
for fresh blood. “The papers are
not going to hire another veteran
reporter,” he said. “They’ll pick
someone greener for less money.”
So, be careful not to get too skilled
and experienced, or you might be
shown the door.
Phillip Blanchard, founder of
the Testy Copy Editors forum and
a freelance editor with 35 years of
experience, left his last employer
amid a flurry of buyouts. “I would
advise a college student to major in
pretty much anything other than
journalism,” he told me.
Blanchard and others I spoke
w it h suggested t hat st udent s
interested in journalism should
specialize or double-major in
fields such as history, economics,
statistics and the sciences, while
acquiring practical k nowledge
by work i ng on com mu n it y
publications.
My cynical friend Bridges noted:
“Even though I think college is a
scam, a degree that requires and

shows a person has writing skills
can prove useful.”
W hen I spoke w it h current
jou rnalist s, several ex pressed
nervousness about having their
n a m e s at t a c he d t o ne g at i v e
statements about the media, but
being afraid to go on the record
and say what you think about the
industry at large is a pretty sad
state of affairs for a professional
reporter.
The last thing I’d like to say
is, remember where the money
comes from. The media is not
“in transition” any more than the
horse industry was “in transition”
af ter t he i nt roduct ion of t he
automobile. Newspapers don’t
sell stories, they sell eyeballs.
Today’s media competes w it h
every company that sells eyeballs:
Facebook, Google and Yahoo. And
there’s just no way that a business
model wh ich dema nds f resh,
professionally produced content is
ever going to sell cheaper eyeballs
t han one t hat employs stat ic,
algorithmic or user-generated
content.
Your professors should have told
you: Whenever you’re confused,
follow the money. Well, there it
goes. “Whoosh.”
So, what’s my interest in writing
this letter? I love USC, and Doug
Fisher’s copy-editing class was
the best I took in my four years
there. But I’m doing what anyone
passionate about journalism feels
compelled to do: talk to people,
publish what I know, and hope I
can help someone.”
— Jon Turner, USC alumnus

Media’s focus on negativity
concerning, unnecessary
No good deed should go
unnoticed, or unreported
As I looked through CNN’s top stories this
week, I saw story after story about death, tragedy
and coming troubles.
Reading through each article, I couldn’t help
but notice that there wasn’t a single positive
news story to be found. Surely someone in this
country has saved a life, helped out a neighbor or
surprised someone this week. Common sense, or
maybe optimism, tells me that there’s no way our
world could be as cruel as CNN depicted.
I think we can agree my intuition is correct,
but if I planned on reading the news to confirm
my hopes, my hopes would be crushed. I’d have
never known that anyone in the
world did something constructive
this week.
I n ma ny way s, t he med ia’s
decision to feature mostly shockvalue stories is at the expense of
our culture’s outlook.
T h i s s or t of t rend i s ver y
troubling and very detrimental
Matthew
to the attitudes of the American
DeMarco
people. It leads to a negat ive
Second-year
society full of people who focus on
exercise science
student
those hurting others, rather than
the good citizens that self lessly
help others each and every day.
If all the media reports on is death, war and
disaster then the nation begins to forget about
all the positive actions that Americans are doing
everyday. It may be an unfortunate fact of human
nature that we tend to take interest in negativity,
one that the media likes to capitalize on, but
that doesn’t mean uplifting stories aren’t worth
running.
Take, for example, a man from Utah donated
his kidney to a complete stranger, hoping to
save one life. He ended up saving three people’s
lives. Or the man who scaled a ladder that was
suspended horizontally five stories up to save a
man in a burning apartment. Five stories in the
air, the man walked across the ladder to save
another man from his burning apartment.
It gets better: the nation’s amazing response to
the floods in Colorado. There’s been a massive
outpouring of donated money, supplies and
time to help those people who were so tragically
affected by the disaster recover a semblance of
their lives.
This nation is full of heroes. Sure, they may not
be radically changing the world each and every
day, but they are doing little acts of kindness that
can go a long way in brightening someone’s day,
week or life. These acts of kindness can change
peoples’ outlook and attitude in ways you would
never expect.
A positive attitude and a little kindness can go
a long way, and all it takes is one domino to be
tipped.
This week as we read the news, instead of
focusing on the negative things in life, let’s focus
on paying it forward and making the world a
better place little by little.

WHAT’S YOUR TAKE?
Do you want your opinion voiced
in The Daily Gamecock? Contact
viewpoints@dailygamecock.com for
more information.
CONTACT INFORMATION

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p oi nt s p age i s to st i mu l ate
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community. All published
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should
be submitted via email to editor@
dailygamecock.com. Letters must be
200 to 300 words in length and include
the author’s name, year in school and

area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
columns. Columnists should keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock and
must conform to the legal standards of
USC Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock,
let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com
and we will print the correction in our next issue.
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MTV comedians share their college code
‘Girl Code,’ ‘Guy Code’
stars perform at USC
Caitlyn McGuire

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

C ol le g e s t u d e nt s a r e a l w a y s
willing to take advice from those a
little older and wiser. They enjoy
hearing a type of “college code,” the
type of information comedians Carly

Aquilino, Chris Distefano, Jordan
Carlos a nd Da m ien Lemon ca n
offer.
“College code: ramen,” Distefano
said.
“College code: K now yourself.
If you know you’re not a morning
person, don’t schedule yourself class
for 8 a.m.,” Carlos added.
The four stars of hit MTV shows
“Girl Code” and “Guy Code” not
on ly g raced USC w it h brillia nt

visitors had a good laugh themselves starting off,” Carlos said. “I had
before the show, thoroughly amused just gone to Europe, and I had been
that they could yell “Gamecock” on a plane, and I noticed when you
t hroughout t he cit y and st ill be land in Europe, they all clap. And
I was like, ‘What do they do if you
appropriate.
“I don’t k now how you are an crash? Boo?’ A nd I got a positive
18-year-old f resh ma n a nd don’t response, and I was like, ‘I want to
giggle every time you’re like, ‘I’m a do this for a living.’ My mom and
Gamecock,’” Distefano said.
CODE • A6
USC fans cheered and laughed at
the group’s performances and joined
in on the fun as Carlos picked on,
and maybe even hit on, members of
the audience.
“A lot of the kids who
come to college comedy
shows have never been
to a comedy show
before,” Distenfano said.
“College crowds,
a lt h o u g h t h e y ’r e
fun for the comedian,
t h e y ’r e p r o b a b l y t h e
hardest, because there’s no
alcohol. When you have
alcohol-infused people,
anything you say can
be funny.”
Even without the
a lcohol, t he noboundaries show
joked about
topic s si m i la r
to t he MT V
s ho w s , w h i le
they added
in personal
experiences and observations.
Despite t heir popu lar it y
a mong col lege st udent s,
t hey st ill remember where
they started in order to stay
grounded.
“One of my jokes I was most
proud of is when I was first Photos by Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

But
e
M
e
g
ud
#DontJ y stomach
m
I shave

t houghts
on col lege,
but cracked
jokes about
dozens of ot her
subjects during
Thursday night
performances sponsored
by Carolina Productions.
In their shows, the
comed ia n s broke dow n t he
u nspoken social r u les of bot h
genders, touch i ng on subject s
like relat ionships, sext ing and
drinking.
T h e f i r s t- t i m e C o l u m b i a

No more half measures, Walter

Courtesy of AMC

Walter White (right), who is played by Bryan Cranston and is the main character of “Breaking Bad,” will conclude his journey Sunday night in the series finale of the hit show.

Fans anticipate season finale
of popular show ‘Breaking’Bad’
Aaron Jenkins

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

WARNING: THIS ARTICLE
CONTAINS SPOILERS FOR EVERY
EPISODE PRIOR TO THE SERIES
FINALE. READ AT YOUR OWN RISK.

If this truly is the golden age of television, then
Vince Gilligan’s “Breaking Bad” is surely its king.
Over its six-year run, it has retooled audience
expectations for what a serialized TV drama can
and should be.
And now, at 9 p.m. on Sept. 29, it will finally come
to an undoubtedly bitter end. One way or another,
it’s time for Walter White to finish what he started
so long ago in an RV in the New Mexican desert.
Picking up immediately where the fi rst half left
off, this heart-racing and soul-crushing half-season
of “Breaking Bad” has taken off in a mad vortex of
chaotic retribution and unbearable confrontations,
headed straight towards the bleak end that everyone
knew had to be coming.
One of the best aspects of “Breaking Bad,” which
has continued through to season 5B, as it’s being
called, is how the show tests the allegiances of its
audience.
Throughout t he series, Walter W h ite has

strattled the line between being sympathetic and
morally bankrupt, testing the spillover point for
each audience member. It’s been interesting, then,
to see how Walt’s character in 5B is decidedly less of
the near-total villain that he was in 5A.
This provides the show with a more interesting
situation to explore dramatically.
Though Gilligan has compared Walter to
Scarface, the arc isn’t quite so clear. Walt isn’t Tony
Montana, Tyler Durden or Icarus, for that matter;
he isn’t a character to be struck down at the height
of his excessive power.
Rather his downfall, like his cancer, is set to
return just as he’s attempting to settle back into a
normal life. In this way, the justice which is fast
approaching him seems all the more tragic.
Of course, it hasn’t been easy to feel sorry for
Walt, as Jesse Pinkman has served as a constant
reminder of his crimes. If Uncle Jack, Todd and
t heir crew of Swast ika-sport ing psychopat hs
represent the karmic floodgates of hell which Walt
opened and now cannot close, then Jesse has come
to epitomize the lives Walt has ruined in his wake.
In this half-season, Jesse finally realizes that Walt
has manipulated him every step of the way, and
BAD • A6
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BAD • Continued from A5
thus teams up with Hank to usurp the
great Heisenberg from his throne of
bloody drug money.
All of this conflict came to a head in
“Ozymandias,” an astounding episode
that left most fans in a state of total
disbelief.
I n t h i s e p i s o d e , Un c le Ja c k ,
accompanied by t he A r yan
Brotherhood, murders Hank , steals
the majority of Walt’s buried fortune
and captures Jesse, forcing him to
cook met h for t hem. Wa lt t hen
returns home to find his family has
turned against him.
The penultimate episode of the
series, “Granite State,” is a systematic
repudiation of everything we thought
we understood about Walt.
A s a de sper ate mea n s of selfpreservation, he f lees to the snowy
back woods of nor t her n New
Hampshire as a nationwide manhunt
for him begins. During his five- to sixmonth stay in a small isolated cabin,
he begins to come to bitter terms with
just how insurmountable his situation
has become.
At one point, in a part icularly
striking image, Heisenberg stands
frozen, signature pork pie hat placed
pitif ully on his head, next to the
gate to the outside world. The man
who once declared that he was “the
danger” is now paralyzed by fear and
uncertainty.
By the episode’s end, Walter White
has hit rock bottom. Despite spending
his nights, shivering with cold and
shriveling with cancer, next to a barrel
stuffed with $11 million, Walt fi nds
he can send only a mere $100,000 to
his family. His son rejects the offer
during a heartbreaking phone call,
telling him that what he has done is
unforgivable.

CODE • Cont. from A5
dad were really happy
for me that night.”
Although it’s hard for
them to picture their
l ives w it h a ny ot her
career, they still joked
about the idea of what
could have been.
“ I ’d p r o b a b l y b e

Courtesy of AMC

Bryan Cranston of the award-winning show “Breaking Bad,” plays a former teacher who cooks meth to help pay for his medical bills.
And then, when all seems lost, Walt
finds a reason to return home.
Back in the fi rst episode of season
five, when that flash-forward showed
Walt buying an M60 at a roadside
Denny’s, it seemed reasonable to
assume that he was coming back to
town with heroic intent, or perhaps
to do what was necessary to defend
his life.
The fi nal scene of “Granite State,”
complete with its pulse-quickening
use of the show’s main theme music,
indicates that Walter isn’t going back

complaining about the
new iOS 7 t hat ju st
came out,” Lemon said.
“I would probably be
working in a hair salon,
because t hat was t he
only other job I ever
did,” Aquilino said.
The cast is now
anticipating the latest
season of “Girl Code,”

to Albuquerque for his family, or Jesse,
or any of the other good intentions he
typically pins his monstrous actions
on.
No, here we see Walter headed
home with fury in his eyes. His former
colleag ues, Gretchen and Elliott
Schwartz, publicly spurn his name
on national television. In doing so,
they have reopened the old festering
wound that Heisenberg originally
crawled his way out of.
The lying, the meth cooking, the
money — none of it was ever really

about doing what he could to provide
for his family. It was really about
fulfi lling his desire to be idolized. It
was about constructing a legacy for
himself.
Now if he ca n get back to
Albuquerque, kill Uncle Jack, Todd
and t heir gang, get back t he $70
million that was stolen from him and
go out in a blaze of glory, then maybe,
just maybe, someone will remember
his name. If not his family, t hen
someone ...
DG

which will premiere on
Oct. 29 and is ready to
talk about a whole new
list of inappropriate,
u ncomfor t able a nd
hilarious subjects.

DG

Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

MTV’s “Girl Code” comedian Carly Aquilino was one of four stars who took the
stage to perform in the Carolina Productions-sponsored event Thursday night.

the
game
cock
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EMPLOYMENT
Experienced Personal
Trainers needed
Part time AM and PM hours
available. Gym is 1 mile from
campus. Contact Anne Marie
for details 803.799.9455.
Email mfulmer44@aol.com

Distributing Free Prescription
Drug Cards Job
Full or part time job
distributing free prescription
drug cards to pharmacies,
doctor’s offices, hospitals, and
urgent care offices. Free to
join, Call me at (803) 363-9689
for details.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

Preschool Teachers
Eastminster Day School, a
church affiliated preschool, is
hiring outstanding individuals
to join our team of educators
for the afternoons 1-6pm
as well as substitutes in the
mornings. We are looking for
individuals who are caring,
creative, motivated, and has
experience with preschoolers.
Some college courses in the
field of ECE preferred but not
required. A min of 6 months
in a licensed childcare center
is required. If this sounds
like the job for you, please
send your resume to: eds@
eastminsterpres.org

23 PEOPLE NEEDED To Lose
5-100Lbs! Dr. Recommended!
Guaranteed! 937-738-7955;
www.jsgethealthy.com

SERVICES
MassageOnTheMove 4mi>DwnTwn w/ appts@WCola
Studio or OnSite group/event
Stu/Fac20%OFF RegPrice
Details@ MassageMove.com

See Yourself Here.

CAMPUS CHANNEL 4
sgtv.sc.edu

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE
TODAY
‘ENOUGH SAID’
8:45 p.m., $10
Nickelodeon Theatre,
1607 Main St.
BARRETT SMITH &
SUSAN DOUGLASS
TAYLOR
8 p.m., $10
Conundrum Music
Hall, 626 Meeting St.

TOMORROW

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Stick with your beliefs.
Fo l l o w a v i s i o n a r y,
but keep your ow n
eyes open. K now what
you’re t a l k i ng about.
Cont i nue to i ncrease
delegation. Proceed with
determination. Cut the
fluff. It’s not a good time
to travel. Watch out.

Write a fictional piece.
To g e t o u t o f t h e
box, go over the wall.
Others are giving you
a boost. Don’t let them
s p e n d y o u r m o n e y.
Hold f irm. Cont inue
to increase attention to
fi nances.

The trickster is at work
now. A neighbor has a
possible solution. Renew
a b ond. C ont i nue to
increase your wealth this
week. Be flexible without
capitulating. It could get
chaotic. Not ever yone
wants to hear about it.

U p g r a d e
communications
t e c h n o l o g y. Yo u ’r e
doing better with less
effort. A move may be
required. Don’t depend
on a nyone else. You
know you can prosper.
Keep increasing
fi nancial management.
Start getting serious.
Accept a challenge.

Count your earnings, and
stay optimistic. You’re
about to find out more
than you wanted to know.
The t r ut h revealed is
much less scary than the
unknown. Don’t believe
ever y t h i ng. Decrease
outside activities. Adapt
to new requirements.

Taurus

Don’t try to get blood
from a turnip. Finish an
old project. Keep your
money in your pocket,
and avoid financial risk.
Your work impresses the
judges. Go for substance
over symbolism. Don’t
talk about it.

Gemini

Cancer

K e e p y ou r f i n a nc i a l
object ives in m ind.
Cont inue to decrease
your obligations in the
coming week. Consider
a wide variety of options.
Answer correspondence.
Stash away something
of g reat va lue. Wa l k
caref ully. Watch your
step.

Use something you’ve
been saving. Continue
to increase your
aut hor it y t h is week .
O n l y b u y w h at y o u
can’t get in trade. No
need for new toys. The
old ones are fi ne. Check
out options to improve
your home.

Continue to decrease your
stack of unfinished tasks.
Clean out the closets.
Postpone expansion. Let
ideas percolate, and reevaluate your position.
S omet h i n g y ou h ave
stored away is useful (if
you can find it). Brighten
every corner.

AL
ON

Scorpio

DEVELOPM
ENT

D

Join us for this webinar as part of the PDCP!

Tuesday, oct 15

M
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CER
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Pisces

Professionalism 101
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F
I
T
R
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Aquarius

Spin a wild yarn. Edit
out t he super f luous.
Hold yourself to high
st a nda rds. Cont i nue
to sea rc h for b et ter
solut ions to increase
clarity. A confl ict could
arise between work and
play or about priorities.
You’re irresistible.

Libra

COLUMBIA FREEDOM
FESTIVAL
11 a.m. to 9 p.m., free
Finlay Park, 930 Laurel
St.

Capricorn

A n opport unit y holds
prom ise and is wort h
pu r s u i n g. Fic t ion a l
characters speak to you.
Decrease expenses, and
don’t lend. Encourage;
don’t forc e. Stop
wor r y i n g. R el a x a nd
enjoy it. Run errands.
Ever ybody wants you.
You don’t have to do
anything.

PROFE
SSI

Use your imagination.
Your view is visionary.
Share you r dreams.
Listen to a loved one’s
considerations or
compla i nt s w it hout
g et t i n g i nt i m id at e d .
Learn from somebody
else’s mistakes. Get their
partnership. Opposites
attract.

Virgo

SOUTH CAROLINA PRIDE
FESTIVAL AND PARADE
10 a.m. to 8 p.m., free
South Carolina State
House, 1100 Gervais St.

2:30-3:00 PM

online

register here!

http://www.sa.sc.edu/leaders/slw/pdcp

09/26/13

1 2 3 4

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

ACROSS
1 Puts a little too
close to the
ﬂame
7 Does away with
11 Spirit
14 Set straight
15 Narrow space
16 Pay add-on
17 Where many
changes occur
18 August
20 Boast à la Donald
Trump?
22 Patriot Act
protesters: Abbr.
24 Malt ﬁnish?
25 Goddess of
motherhood
26 “Our overly fussy
friend has a
point”?
31 Wasikowska of
“The Kids Are All
Right”
32 “Trinity” novelist
33 Union agreement
34 Fiber source
36 Illegal pitch
40 “Have some”
41 Kid on “The
Cosby Show”
42 Big name in ’40s’50s Argentina
43 Joplin piece
about modern
weaponry?
47 Went under
48 Emulate
Eminem
49 Irascibility
50 Delay from an
18th-century
English ruler?
55 LA and MI, but
not DO or RE
56 Gas up?
59 NRC
predecessor
60 It can get you
credit in a store
61 Shrink, in a way
62 “The __ of Pooh”:
’80s best-seller
63 “Right away,
Mammy”
64 It’s zero in
freefall—
and, put
another way, a
hint to how the
four longest
puzzle answers
were formed

DOWN
1 Religious org.,
perhaps
2 George’s lyricist
3 Show little
interest in, as
food
4 Get ready for
action
5 Sicilian resort
6 Unaccompanied
7 Biology text topic
8 Roadside
attention getters
9 Water brand
named for its
source
10 Dam up
11 Fertilizer
substance
12 Draw forth
13 Treaties
19 Water source
21 Surround with
dense mist
22 Spherical
opening?
23 Hirsute pet
27 Like the sticks
28 Sizzling
29 More ﬂeshy,
perhaps
30 Under the
weather, e.g.
35 Anouilh play
made into a

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

Burton/O’Toole
ﬁlm
36 It’s not always
easy to get into
37 “Tootsie” Oscar
nominee
38 Assessment, for
short
39 Popular trend
41 Pontiac muscle
car
43 Sartre work
44 Paris-based
cultural org.
45 “Gunsmoke” star
46 Popular purveyor

of stromboli
47 Zippo
51 Deep blue
52 Play to __
53 Named names
54 Two pages
57 Front-of-bk. list
58 Cote girl

THIS semester,
YOU’LL BE GLAD TO KNOW,
s
WE’LL BE CHECKING I.D.
TAKE A krispy kreme STUDY BREAK!

Show us your student I.D. and you’ll get TWO FREE ORIGINAL GLAZED
Sh
DOUGHNUTS AND A MEDIUM ESPRESSO DRINK FOR $3.00!*

®

Offer available at the following locations:

&OHPVRQ5G&ROXPELD
*DUQHUV)HUU\5G&ROXPELD
©2013 KKDC

.QR[$EERWW'U&D\FH
$6XQVHW%OYG/H[LQJWRQ
*Offer expires 12/31/13
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‘IT’S A

BIG GAME’

E

South Carolina not
overlooking
g the Knights
g
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Jeffrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Senior defensive back Jimmy Legree (front) says that while the defense hasn’t played so well this season, there is an opportunity to shut Central Florida down Saturday.

ver yone on
the South
C a r ol i n a
f o o t b a l l
team will
understand
how important
S at u rd a y ’s
game between
t he No. 12
Gamecocks
a nd Cent ra l
F lo r id a i s o n c e k ic k of f c o me s
around, coach Steve Spurrier said.
Spu r r ier has told h is tea m to
expect a hostile environment come
Saturday.
“A lot of t hem dow n t here say
t h is m ight be t he biggest ga me
they have had in the history of the
school,” Spurrier said. “They have
an opportunity, if they win, to jump
into the top 25 and have a chance
to maybe beat ever yone on their
schedule. It’s a huge game for all of
us.”
It is a monumental game for the
Knights. This game will mark the
fi rst time that UCF will be playing
on net work television. The game
is the school’s seventh sellout since
Bright House Net works Stadium
opened in 2007.
Because of the new exposure and
the hype of hosting a top-15 team,
Spurrier said he knows that UCF
will be ready for the game.
“We know that we’re going to get
their best shot,” Spurrier said. “But
we’re looking forward to it just like
they are.”
Both teams are coming off bye
weeks, and both held off their last
opponents after jumping out to a big
lead.
S out h C a r ol i n a op e ne d up a
28-0 lead on Vanderbilt two weeks
ago before hanging on for a 35-25
victory, while the Knights ran out
to a 21-7 lead at Penn State before
churning out the 34-31 win.
UCF’s win was more impressive as
their victory over the Nittany Lions

was their first ever over a Big Ten
program.
The Gamecocks’ players say it is
important to ignore the fact that
UCF is a school without a lot of
history and instead focus on the task
at hand.
“We defi nitely won’t overlook this
team,” senior defensive back Jimmy
Legree said. “We have to come out
and perform as well as ever yone
knows we can and take this as a big
game.”

“We know we are going to get their
best shot. ... We’re looking forward to
it just like they are.”
— Coach Steve Spurrier

on the road and see what we can
do,” Spu r r ier sa id. “Hopef u l ly,
we can play very well. That’s the
opportunity that is out there for us.”
The South Carolina defense has
struggled a bit this season, allowing
66 points in it s last t wo games.
Special teams turnovers contributed
to a lot of t he points Vanderbilt
scored, but Legree still sees this
weekend as an opportunit y to let
everyone know that the Gamecock
defense is still kicking.
“For us, I feel like t h is is t he
opportunity for us to come into their
town and shut them down,” Legree
said. “We haven’t played so well on
defense, but we have the opportunity
to get better.”
UCF has been a su r pr ise t h is
s e a s o n . A f t e r b e i n g p ic k e d t o
finish fourth in the newly created
American Athletic Conference, the
K nights are 3-0 for the first time
since 1988 and are one of t hree
undefeated teams in the AAC, along
with Louisville and Houston.
Spurrier said he can understand
how UCF gets its talent.
“There’s plenty of ball players in
the state of Florida,” Spurrier said.
“They all can’t go to Florida, Florida
State or Miami, so a lot of them stay
close to home. There are a lot of
people in that Orlando area.”
Spurrier would know about talent
in the Sunshine State since he won
a Heisman trophy at Florida and
coached the Gators for 12 years,
winning seven SEC championships.
But despite all of the outside noise
surrounding the game this weekend,
the team will be focused on football
at noon Saturday, because as coaches
and players have said all week, this is
a big game.
“It’s South Carolina versus Central
Florida,” Spurrier said. “Once the
ball is kicked off, it’s our team trying
to beat their team.”

Jeffrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Connor Shaw and the rest of the team understand the challenge that faces them Saturday.

USC UCF
at

Spurrier reiterated that the team
d o e s n’t o v e rlo ok a n y b o d y a nd
pointed out that despite preparing
for Wofford the same way they did
for Clemson, Wofford still nearly
pulled off the upset last year. In that
game, the Gamecocks and Terriers
were tied 7-7 entering the fourth
quarter.
However, while that game was at
home, this one will be on the road.
“It’s an opport unit y for Sout h
Carolina to take its football show

SEPT.
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Senior quarterback Connor Shaw said that he will take whatever the defense gives him and won’t force anything. Shaw has yet to throw an interception this season.

OFFENSE

Offense prepares for underrated defense
Center position still uncertain
heading into matchup
Tanner Abel

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina running backs coach Everette
Sands mentioned a key statistic after Wednesday’s
practice: Central Florida’s defense has allowed just
a 33-percent conversion rate on third down this
season.
In t he past t wo games alone, t he K nights’
opponents have converted 5 third downs on 23
attempts. Holding Penn State to just 2-of-8 on
third downs was a big reason for UCF’s upset win
against the Nittany Lions two weeks ago.
Sands said it is very important for the Gamecocks
to do well on third down, and they must pick up
solid yards on first and second downs. He said
that second-and-six situations are a lot better than
second-and-10 situations.
Sands added that one thing he’s noticed on
fi lm is Central Florida’s variety of blitz packages.
Sophomore r u n n i ng back s M i ke Dav is a nd
Brandon Wilds have been working on recognizing
these blitzes to help out in pass protection.
“Their defense is sound; they disguise their
coverages well,” head coach Steve Spurrier said.
“They try not to give up any big plays, like all

defenses do, and play with super effort. Their kids
are flying around and very seldom out of position.”
Spu r r ier sa id he wou ld l ike to see sen ior
qua r terback Con nor Shaw t a ke more shot s
downfield. The UCF secondary starts a number
of juniors, with Brandon Alexander and Jordan
Oz er it ie s at t he cor nerbac k p o sit ion s a nd
Alexander and Clayton Geathers at the safety
spots.
Even w it h t he K nights’ ex perience in t he
defensive backfield, South Carolina hopes to
convert on some deep plays.
Shaw said he will take what the defense gives
him and not force anything. He acknowledged
that it is good to take shots in the game to get a
big play and spread the defense out, but his focus
is to just keep playing smart.
Shaw has been efficient so far, throwing for 661
yards with six touchdowns and no interceptions.
His only turnover came against Georgia, when
he fumbled in the third quarter while scrambling.
“I do feel like I am play ing well, probably
better than I have been playing in the past,”
Shaw said at a press conference Tuesday. “Last
year, I was playing through a cracked shoulder
in my throwing arm and a bummed left foot.
They are just things you take for granted when
you’re healthy. But hey, I am just enjoying playing
football right now.”

Shaw did leave practice early with back spasms
on Wednesday but is still expected to start.
UCF’s starting linebacker core was also made up
of all juniors until the Knights suspended Willie
Mitchell after a drunken driving arrest. Taking
his place is true freshman Chequan Burkett,
who will join other linebackers Troy Gray and
Terrance Plummer.
There is a chance that the Knights start out in a
4-2-5 set against the Gamecocks. If that happens,
senior Sean Maag will come in as the starting
nickelback.
Wide receivers coach Steve Spurrier Jr. said the
Knights’ defense is fundamentally sound and that
his receivers will have to work hard to get open.
“They do play off a little more than true bump
and run, but they play a little bit of everything,”
Spurrier Jr. said. “They zone blitz, they play some
different in-and-out coverages, they play some
man, so we’re expecting a pretty good mix.”
Spurrier Jr. mentioned that the progress of some
of his receivers, including sophomore Shaq Roland
and junior Nick Jones, is something he is happy
about. He said Roland is playing faster and more
confidently.
“He still has a couple things that got on me
the fi rst couple weeks,” Spurrier Jr. said. “But he’s
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DEFENSE

Defense wary of talented UCF quarterback
Spurrier hoping for more
turnovers this weekend
Danny Garrison

DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

After South Carolina raced out to a
21-0 lead in the first quarter of its game
against Vanderbilt, the Gamecocks were
outscored 25-14 in the remaining three
quarters.
As the team hits the road to face
Central Florida this Saturday, the
defense will look to turn in a more
consistent performance against a UCF
team that secondary coach Grady Brown
said should not be taken lightly.
“It’ll be a game where we’ll have to
show up, execute our assignment and
communicate well in order to have a
chance to win this weekend,” Brown
said.
Through the first three games of
the season, the young South Carolina
defense has proven unpredictable. The
Gamecocks have taken to allowing
opposing offenses to score in droves
at some times and forcing convincing
three-and-outs at others.
The most inexperienced unit on
the defense is the linebackers, as the
departure of key defenders Devonte
Holloman and Shaq Wilson, among
others, has forced several younger
players to take on starting roles. But
coach Steve Spurrier is confident his
youthful linebacker corps is picking it up
as they go.
“We’ve had pretty good play,” Spurrier
said. “Our linebackers should start
getting a little bit better, start making

Jeffrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Head coach Steve Spurrier said he is expecting the young South Carolina linebackers to
improve, beginning with this weekend’s matchup with Central Florida in Orlando, Fla.
more tackles in there and so forth.”
The linebacker unit will get a bit more
help than they’re used to this weekend
w it h redsh irt sophomore Cedrick
Cooper, a projected starter prior to the
start of the season, set to play for the first
time this season against Central Florida.
The Gamecock coaching staff had
high expectations for Cooper before
an elbow injury sidelined him for the
first three games of the year, and he is
chomping at the bit to get his chance to
make an impact.
“I’m very eager,” Cooper said. “I’ve

been sitting out way too long, watching
the other players play and make plays
and I’m just sitting on the sideline. I’m
being a good cheerleader, but I’m tired of
cheering and I’m ready to play.”
While not starting at all last year,
Cooper played in 11 games for South
Carolina and registered one tackle.
One of the most daunting tasks the
Gamecock defense will have to contend
with is UCF’s star under center —
quarterback Blake Bortles.
The Knights’ signal caller has thrown
for 816 yards and seven touchdowns in

their 3-0 start to the season while only
throwing one interception.
“He’s a good quarterback,” Brown
said. “He’s a guy that has a strong arm.
He’s a guy that’s well-coached, knows
where the ball should go. He’ll be one
of the top quarterbacks that we’ll face
this year.”
Bortles’ main calling card is his
productivity when he has the ball in his
hands. He ranks fifth in the country
this year in passing efficiency and
eighth nationally in passing yards per
completion.
The defense reg istered it s f irst
turnover of the year in the third quarter
of the Vanderbilt game, and Spurrier
said the focus against Central Florida
will be forcing takeaways on defense.
“I’m still waiting for some scoring to
come from our defense,” Spurrier said.
“Hopefully that’s going to happen real
soon.”
Forcing a turnover against the UCF
offense will be no small task for the
Gamecock defense. The Knights have
given up the ball only once this season,
landing them at second in the nation in
turnovers lost.
With the Gamecock defense drawing
both praise and criticism this year,
Cooper said that for the consistency of
his unit to improve, everybody must do
their part.
“It’s a team effort. You can’t just
blame it on linebackers,” Cooper said.
“Everyone has a certain job. And when
you do that job, then there’s really not
that many mistakes.”

OFFENSE • Continued from B2
certainly a talented man who has a
lot of potential, so I’m excited about
him.”
On t he injur y report, redshirt
f resh ma n center Cody Wa ld rop
practiced Wednesday after missing
the past two games with a foot injury,
but it is still uncertain whether he
will play on Saturday.
His back up, redshirt freshman
Clay ton St ad n i k , has done wel l
filling in. Stadnik was named SEC
Of fensive Lineman of t he Week
two weeks ago for his performance
against Vanderbilt.
Offensive line coach Shawn Elliott
said he does not know who will start,

but that it is good to have two centers
coaches are comfortable going to.
Sands said the mindset for USC is
that it could easily be a “knock-down,
drag-out game” aga i nst Cent ral
Florida. Shaw added that he expects
UCF to come out pumped up and
confident after beating Penn State.
“They have a lot to be excited
about,” Shaw said. “I think they are
undefeated for the first time in a
while, so I think they have ever y
reason to be excited, and having us
come down there to play is going to
be a big game, and we are looking
forward to it.”
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SPECIAL TEAMS

Hampton to resume punt return duties
Gamecocks hope for fewer
mistakes on special teams
Danny Garrison

DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A f ter Sout h Carolina lost t wo
fumbles against Vanderbilt, coach
Steve Spurrier seems to have reached
his wit’s end with his special teams
unit.
“We had some careless plays on
special teams,” Spurrier said. “I
told coach [ Joe] Robinson, ‘We’ve
got to get you some better players

out there.’ I don’t know what we’re
doi n g, but we j u s t don’t m a k e
anything happen.”
The numbers back up Spurrier’s
frustration. The Gamecocks find
themselves out of the top 50 in all
five of the NCA A’s categories for
special teams statistics, a far cr y
from the 2012 unit, which ranked
fourth in the country in punt return
yards, led by the nation’s No. 2 punt
returner, Ace Sanders.
Cornerback Victor Hampton has
been look ing to replace Sanders
this year. The redshirt junior was

relieved of his returning duties last
week in favor of Bruce Ellington
and Shon Carson, but after Carson
f umbled — among ot her special
teams miscues — Hampton is excited
to return this week.
“It’s one of those things that I’ve
dreamed about,” Hampton said. “I
keep dreaming about tak ing one
back. Ace was a good guy last year at
punt return, but I’m trying to make
people forget him.”
Hampton’s reinstatement as punt
returner comes after the Gamecocks
gained only 12 yards on fi ve punts

Jeffrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Defensive back Victor Hampton says that while Ace Sanders was a good punt returner last year, he wants to make people forget him.
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against Vanderbilt. The cornerback
has fielded four punts this season,
gaining a total of 18 yards, including
his longest of 13 yards.
With the two most notable special
teams plays so far coming in the
form of a muffed punt by North
Carolina and a fumbled long snap
by Georgia, Spurrier cited his team’s
inability to break open a big play on
special teams without the help of its
opponent as another reason for his
exasperation.
“That’s our two biggest plays right
there. The other team dropped the
ball,” Spurrier said. “So we’ve got a
lot of work to do.”
W hile Sout h Carolina is dead
even with its opponents in fumbles
at four, the Gamecocks have lost the
ball three times to the opposition’s
two.
South Carolina’s second turnover
against Vanderbilt was more of a
f reak incident t han t he orig inal
fumble, as a Commodore punt hit
the back of a Gamecock defender
and was recovered by Vandy.
T he m i s c ue prompt e d S out h
Carolina coaches to inst r uct
Hampton to be more of a leader on
the field this weekend to tr y and
avoid such costly turnovers.
“I have to be more vocal back
there, too,” Hampton said, “letting
the guys know when the ball’s short,
or when I’m fair catching, so they
can get away from it.”
W it h t he G a me c o c k of f e n s e
putting up higher-than-expected
numbers, and the defense coming
into its own with a decidedly young
nucleus of players, much of t he
coaches’ attent ion has been paid
to the struggling South Carolina
special teams unit.
“We got a little careless,” Spurrier
said. “We’re not going to get rid of
those guys that fumbled. They’re
still our guys, and they’re still on
our team. Hopefully, they can learn
from it, and we can move on.”
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AROUND THE NATION

Wisconsin looks to upset Ohio State on road
No. 3 Clemson plays host
to Wake Forest
Salvatore Costa

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

No. 23 Wisconsin @ No. 4
Ohio State, Sat. 8 p.m., ABC
In the Big Ten matchup of the
week, the Wisconsin Badgers make
t heir way into Oh io Stadiu m to
face off with the Buckeyes. This
contest should be interesting for the
Badgers and sophomore quarterback
Joel Stave. The passing game has
been a concern for Wisconsin this
season, but the team’s troubles are
not only on the sophomore. The
routes for the Badger receivers need
to be sharper, and Stave needs to
make smarter decisions from the
pocket. Wisconsin’s offensive line
has not been up to par this season
either, allowing defenders to disrupt
St ave a nd f lu sh h i m out of h is
comfort zone. The Buckeyes will
look to wreak havoc in the pocket
for Stave and force bad decisions.
For the Buckeyes, senior tailback
Jordan Hall could have a breakout
performance in this game. Look for
Ohio State to use the ground game
to wear out a suspect Wisconsin
defense.

No. 14 Oklahoma @ No. 22
Notre Dame, Sat. 3:30 p.m.,
NBC
In a game that could decide Notre
Dame’s season, the Fighting Irish
will host the Oklahoma Sooners this
Saturday. The Fighting Irish will
look to go back to their ground game
that college football fans saw in week
one. The Fight ing Irish’s junior
running backs Cam McDaniel and
A mir Carlisle have not been able
to get their games going, failing to
surpass the 100-yard mark since the
first game. If Notre Dame wants
to stay compet it ive in t his game
against the Sooners, they’ll need
t hei r r u n n i ng back s to prov ide
some of fense a nd t a ke pressu re
of f q u a r t e r b a c k To m m y R e e s .
Oklahoma’s defense hasn’t allowed
teams to score, ranking fifth among
FBS teams in points against. Junior
quarterback Blake Bell played well in
his last game fi lling in for an injured
Trevor Knight. If Knight can’t go
in this one, look for Notre Dame to
disrupt Bell and hit him early.

Wa ke For est @ No. 3
Clem son , Sat. 3:3 0 p.m .,
ESPNU/WatchESPN
The Clemson Tigers welcome
A C C r i v a l Wa k e Fo r e s t i n t o
D e at h Va l le y t h i s S at u rd ay i n

what could be a slip-up game for
the Tigers. The Clemson offense
has looked strong this season led
by senior quarterback Tajh Boyd.
The Clemson quarterback has had
t wo ga mes t h is year w it h t h ree
touchdowns and will look to the long
ball against the Demon Deacons.
Wake Forest doesn’t have the most
t a le nt e d c or nerb ac k s , s o B oyd
should be able to have strong contest
and deliver the ball effectively. In
Wake Forest’s senior quarterback
Tanner Price’s last game in Death
Valley, he will look to shock the
college football scene and ruin what
Clemson fans are hoping will be
a promising season ending with a
BCS bowl game, if not the national
championship. Price manages the
game well and doesn’t create too
many opportunities for the defense.
If the Clemson defense can force
some bad throws from the senior,
this one will be over early.

third in points against (8.7), is a
talented g roup. A rizona has not
had the toughest schedule to date,
but they have done a good job of
taking care of business against less
talented teams. The Wildcats are led
by running backs Ka’Deem Carey
and Daniel Jenkins, well coached
upperclassmen who k now how to
hurt a defense with their legs. Either
running inside the tackles or busting
out to the sidelines, these two can
make opponents pay quickly. On the

other hand, Washington’s defense is
no cookie. The Huskies have allowed
10 points per game this year, eighth
best in the FBS. Their defensive
front and linebacker core is filled
with strong, physical players who
are not afraid of making a big hit.
Expect a low scoring game, but one
that features superb defense.

No. 5 Stanford @ Washington
State, Sat. 10 p.m., E SPN/
WatchESPN
A similar path is laid down for
the Stanford Cardinal going into
Wash i ng ton w it h a 3- 0 record.
Last season, Stanford was upset by
Washington, and although they play
Washington Stat e this time, you can
bet last year’s loss in the state is in the
back of their minds. The Cardinal
are led by junior quarterback Kevin
Hogan , who is 8-0 as the Stanford
starter. He has been exceptional this
season, totaling seven touchdowns
in three games. He has thrown two
interceptions, so the Washington
State defense most likely will come
out with schemes and blitz packages
to make Hogan throw questionable
passes. Wash i ng ton St ate is no
joke this year, winning on the road
against Southern California earlier
this season. The Cougar defense is a
big, physical group. They like to hit
hard and cause turnovers quickly.
Stanford’s talent should be enough
in this one, but if a few things don’t
go the Cardinal’s way, look for the
Cougars to try and capitalize in the
blink of an eye.

Arizona @ No. 16
Washing ton , Sat. 7 p.m .,
FOX
In a contest that features two 3-0
teams, Washington will be on upset
alert in what could be a nail-biter.
The Arizona Wildcats like to run
the football, take time off the clock
and then stop any type of rhythm
opponents’ have on offense. Arizona,
ranked fifth among FBS teams in
rushing yards (322.3 per game) and

Photos courtesy of MCT Campus
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AROUND THE SEC

LSU, Georgia ready for top-10 battle
Undefeated No. 1
Alabama faces Ole Miss

efficient for the Red Wolves on the
ground t his year and will look to
cont inue t heir impressive ground
at t ac k a g a i n s t a g o o d M i s s ou r i
defense.

Salvatore Costa

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Alabama
Tennessee, Sat. 12:21

No. 21 Ole M iss @ No. 1
A la ba m a, Sat. 6:3 0 p.m .,
ESPN

In this week’s SEC matchup of the
week, the Ole Miss Rebels make their
way to Bryant-Denny Stadium to face
of f against t he A labama Crimson
Tide. Don’t be fooled, the Rebels
are a strong, athletic and talented
football team t h is season, led by
ju n ior qu a r terbac k Bo Wa l lace.
Wallace and senior tailback Jeff Scott
have disrupted opposing defenses
with their read option scheme this
season. The Crimson Tide came out
successful earlier this year against a
mobile quarterback, but Wallace is a
different type of athlete than Texas
A& M’s Joh n ny Manziel. Wallace
uses his legs to confuse the defense,
and makes plays that keep the drive
mov ing. A labama’s leader, sen ior
quarterback AJ McCarron, will look
for his wide receivers to bust open
down the field and create separation
after the catch. Alabama’s defense will
look to limit and stop the read option,
but if Wallace and Scott can connect
on a few plays, ‘Bama should look out.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

defense will be on their heels in this
one.

No. 10 Texas A & M @
Arkansas, Sat. 7 p.m., ESPN2

The Texas A&M Aggies play their
second SEC contest of the season
this weekend against the A rkansas
Razorback s. The Razorback s
of fense, led by t he r u n ning back
duo of freshman A lex Collins and
sophomore Jonathan Williams , will
look to run in between the tackles
and wear down the Aggies’ defensive
front. Collins and Williams will have
t he tough task of cont rolling t he
tempo if A rkansas wants to have a
shot in the last minutes of the game.
A & M ’s s o pho mor e q u a r t e rb ac k
Johnny Manziel should have a big
game against a struggling Arkansas
defense. His athleticism and throwing
abilities should be enough to confuse
and disrupt the Arkansas secondary.
If the Aggies score early and take
away the Razorbacks running game,
this one could be over quickly.

who are fit to make some big plays in
this contest. The hope for Arkansas
State falls on the running back duo
of sophomore Michael Gordon and
senior David Oku. The two tailbacks
have combined for seven touchdowns
this season, carrying for a total of
510 yards this year. They have been

Courtesy of MCT Campus

No. 6 LSU @ No. 9 Georgia,
Sat. 3:30 p.m., CBS

In a contest all Gamecock fans will
be watching, the LSU Tigers make
t heir way over to At hens, Ga., to
play the Georgia Bulldogs. LSU will
have their fi rst real test of the season
in Sanford Stadium in a game that
should come down to the last few
minutes. Georgia’s senior quarterback
Aaron Murray bounced back well after
suffering a tough loss in Death Valley
to the Clemson Tigers and will look
to add to his senior season resume
with a victory over SEC powerhouse
LSU. The Tiger offense has been
efficient this season, led by senior
qua r terback Zach Met tenberger.
Mettenberger, of Watkinsville, Ga.,
has done everything head coach Les
Miles could ask for. The senior has
completed 64.8 percent of his passes
this season, totaling more than 200
yards in each contest. In four games,
Mettenberger has only thrown one
intercept ion, so Georg ia’s you ng

Arkansas State @ Missouri,
Sat. 7:30 p.m.
The A rkansas State Red Wolves
travel to Faurot Field to face off with
the Missouri Tigers. The Tigers (3-0)
have yet to play an SEC game this
season, so building their record and
working on formations and positions
will be focuses for the Tigers this
Saturday. With no disrespect to the
Red Wolves, M issou r i is a more
talented team with sk illed players

GAMEDAY 411
WHERE:

THE LINE:

WHEN:

SERIES:

TELEVISION:

WEATHER:

Bright House Networks Stadium in
Orlando, Fla. (capacity of 45,323)
Kickof f is scheduled for noon
Saturday.

The game will be televised on ABC,
with Dave Pasch handling the playby-play duties and Brian Griese
as the color analyst. The sideline
reporter will be Tom Luginbill.

RADIO:

Locally, the game will be broadcast
on 107.5 FM. Todd Ellis will handle
the play-by-play duties, while
Tommy Suggs will be the color
analyst. Langston Moore will be the
sideline correspondent. You can
hear the game on satellite radio by
tuning to Sirius/XM channel 91.

South Carolina is favored by seven
points over the Knights.
South Carolina leads 3-0.

The forecast for the Orlando area
calls for a high temperature of 84
degrees and a low of 69. There is
a 40 percent chance of scattered
thunderstorms, and winds will be
coming out of the northeast at 13
mph.

LAST MEETING:

The Gamecocks won a 24-15 game
in Columbia in 2005. That was
Steve Spurrier’s first game as coach
of South Carolina. The Gamecocks
have never played UCF on the road.

A f t e r s u f f e r i n g b a c k- t o - b a c k
losses to Oregon and Florida, the
Ten ne s s ee Volu nt eer s w i l l lo ok
to get back on track this weekend
against South Alabama. Tennessee
junior quarterback Just in Worley
has st r uggled t he last t wo weeks,
completing on average of less than
half of his passes. The junior, with
the support of his home crowd, will
try to come out quickly in this contest
and silence what will be an energetic
South A labama team. The Jaguars
a re r id i ng a t wo -g a me w i n n i ng
streak and would like nothing more
t ha n to k nock of f a n SEC tea m.
Ross Metheny, senior quarterback
for the Jaguars, has played well this
year. He has seen his fair share of
college defenses and could create
some scoring opportunities to scare
a Volunteer team who may not be
expecting much.

UAB @ Vanderbilt, Sat. 7:30
p.m.

After nearly knocking off nationally
ranked South Carolina in front of
a crowd that dwindled through the
night, Vanderbilt will look to continue
its season success against the UAB
Blazers. The Commodores , led by
quarterback Austyn Carta-Samuels ,
have been competitive this season,
playing at a much higher level than
in recent years. Following a tough
loss to a very good Ole Miss team,
the Commodores almost took down
the Gamecocks. Vanderbilt has been
a few plays away from having a much
different record, and in this one, don’t
expect UAB to put up much of a fight.
UAB’s defense has allowed opposing
teams to score an average of 39.3
points a game, which is a invitation
for Carta-Samuels to complete some
long passes for scores in this contest.

No. 20 Florida @ Kentucky,
Sat. 7 p.m., ESPNU

In their fi rst week without junior
qu a r terback Jef f Dr iskel, t he
Gators will call their other junior
quarterback, Tyler Murphy, to lead
the Florida offense. Florida also lost
defensive tackle Dominique Easley
to a season-ending injur y, so t he
Kentucky Wildcats will have some
chances in this one. The Wildcats
haven’t played poorly this season,
losing close games against Western
Kentucky and Louisville. Kentucky’s
Maxwell Smith has yet to throw an
interception, so look for Florida’s
cornerbacks to change that statistic
to help out their new look offense.
Florida’s defense will have to step
up its play to help smooth the game
adjustments for Murphy. With a lot
of things working against the Gators,
Kentuck y will try to capitalize on
some opportunities and make this
one interesting.

@
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Linebacker Marcquis Roberts is part of a young linebacker core that will have to go against UCF quarterback Blake Bortles, who has thrown seven touchdowns this season.

5 THINGS

5 things to look out for against Knights
Clowney will face AllConference left tackle
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

With South Carolina traveling
to Orlando to take on UCF, here
are five things to look out for when
watching the game.

1. Blake Bortles, UCF
quarterback
Bortles will be one of the top five
quarterbacks the Gamecocks will have
to face this season when it is all said
and done. The redshirt junior is a
prototypical 6-foot-4-inch, 230-pound
quarterback who has thrown for 816
yards, seven touchdowns and only
one interception in three games so
far. Bortles has the talent of Aaron
Mu r ray, who torched t he Sout h
Carolina defense earlier in the year.
The Florida native is also a proven
signal caller after completing nearly
63 percent of his passes for more than
3,000 yards, 25 touchdowns and only

seven interceptions in his first full
season last year. It will be interesting
to see how he handles a SEC defense
and whether the Gamecocks have
learned from the debacle at Georgia.

2 . Jade v eon Clo w ney v s.
Torrian Wilson
If you think that the South Carolina
defensive line is going to out-muscle
the UCF offensive line, you may be
in for a surprise. Left tackle Torrian
Wilson is a 300-pound-plus preseason
All-American Athletic Conference
second-team player and will be going
up against the All-American defensive
end. It will be a hot one in Orlando
this weekend and ever yone k nows
about what happened the last time
Clow ney played i n hot weat her.
Wilson is no slouch, but he has never
faced anyone with as much talent as
Clowney. That will be a good matchup
throughout the game. Wilson is sure
to have help, however. It’s hard to
imagine the Knights leaving him oneon-one with Clowney.

3. South Carolina defense
The Gamecock defense has been
a quest ion mark t h roughout t he
season. They showed considerable
improvement against Vanderbilt, but
this weekend they will be facing a
balanced UCF attack. Running back
Storm Johnson has 305 yards and six
touchdowns in three games to go along
with Bortle’s impressive statistics. The
Knights are averaging nearly 37 points
per game and over 457 yards of total
offense. One thing in particular to
watch is the young South Carolina
linebacking core. That unit will get
a boost with the expected return of
Cedrick Cooper, but they will still
have their work cut out for them.

4. Special teams
This area of t he team was
embarrassing to watch against the
C o m m o d o r e s . T he r e w e r e t wo
turnovers on the unit and no one
has been close to breaking out a long
kick or punt return this season. The
first thing to watch for is whether

the returners will even bring the ball
out of the endzone. Spurrier has said
in the last couple of weeks that he
has considered telling his players to
just kneel the ball if they catch it in
the endzone. This should be a close
game, so any turnover could be the
difference between a win or loss for
the Gamecocks.

5. Crowd
This could possibly be the biggest
home game in the history of the UCF
program. The game is a sellout and the
stadium is sure to be rocking. Those
60,000 students would love nothing
better than to knock off a top-15 team.
The Gamecocks have historically
played a lot better at home than on
the road and South Carolina has to
be careful not to underestimate the
atmosphere in Orlando.

BEHIND ENEMY LINES
and it shows that we aren’t the only ones who
think that this will be one heck of a game.
2. From what you could see, was the UCF
coaching staff expecting to go up to State
College and beat Penn State, and how much
do you think that win will help the Knights
this weekend?
Of course they expected to win; our coaches
and players could be preparing to play the
Green Bay Packers and still expect to win.
The moment you don’t expect a victory, you’ve
already lost. The win keeps momentum moving
in the right direction and bolsters confidence,
but I guarantee that the moment the plane
left Happy Valley, there was only one team on
everyone’s mind.

ERIC PY, SPORTS EDITOR, KNIGHTNEWS.COM
1. How much hype is surrounding this game?
UCF will be on ABC for the first time, and
they will be playing at home, so I imagine a
lot of people are excited for this game.
Obviously there is a lot of hype. Coming off
of a bowl victory last season, finally getting
things underway in the [A merican Athletic
Conference], beating Penn State in front of
around 95,000 loyal Lions and receiving some
votes in the polls, there’s just a lot to be excited
about. For UCF fans, it feels like it has been
a long time coming, and suddenly, things are
starting to happen. The ABC coverage is huge,

3. Blake Bortles has obviously been lighting
up the field this season and throughout his
career, but how do you think he will respond
to a top-15 SEC team where he will face some
of the toughest competition of his career?
Early last season, Blake Bortles completed 25of-41 passes for 249 yards and two touchdowns
a g a i n s t a n O h i o S t a t e t e a m t h a t w e nt
undefeated. He was the fi rst to admit that his 3
interceptions were the difference in the game.
Since then, he has thrown only 4 interceptions
compared to 24 touchdowns. Bortles is the least
of our worries; this kid thrives in competition.
4. Along with Bortles, Storm Johnson has
been very consistent on offense, and the
Knights are scoring well over 30 points per
game. With the Gamecocks showing some
holes on defense, do you get the sense that
the coaching staff is confident they can take

advantage of these holes?
There are a number of offensive opportunities
t hat t he coach i ng st af f w i l l look to t a ke
advantage of, none of which come close to
reaching the ears of a lowly collegiate sports
editor. The challenge will be to keep the defense
guessing.
5. Every opponent of South Carolina must
talk about defensive end Jadeveon Clowney.
With that said, is there a lot of concern over
UCF’s ability to slow down the junior?
What else can be said about Clowney that
ESPN reporters didn’t already say this summer?
He’s big, he’s bad, and I’ve got a sneak ing
suspicion that he’s not coming to Orlando to
visit Disney World. With that said, I would
argue that the UCF players and coaches are
more focused on respecting and adapting to his
abilities, rather than being concerned. Getting
left tackle Torrian Wilson back on the offensive
line will be a huge help though.
6. Prediction: Knights win, 28-24
Vegas odds have the Knights as a 7.5-point
underdog, but this is shaping up to look like
one of t hose games where predict ions and
speculations are worthless. There is no telling
what will happen when these two teams get
thrown into the ring. With that said, Clowney’s
“bone spurs” are acting up, and UCF is fi ring
on all cylinders.

